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Divide and conquer: how asymmetric division shapes
cell fate in the hematopoietic system
Kendra L Congdon and Tannishtha Reya
A fundamental mechanism by which cells can give rise to
daughters with different fates is via asymmetric division. During
asymmetric division, a mother cell generates daughter cells
that go on to adopt different fates because of differential
segregation of cell fate determinants. Although originally
characterized in invertebrates, asymmetric division has
recently been shown to regulate cell fate decisions in the
mammalian hematopoietic system, playing crucial roles in stem
cell renewal, lymphocyte activation, and leukemogenesis.
These discoveries have opened new doors to understanding
how regulation of division pattern contributes to the normal
development and function of the immune system as well as
how its dysregulation can lead to cancer.
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Introduction
The creation of a multicellular organism requires the
single-celled zygote to undergo a controlled series of
proliferation steps coordinated with perfectly timed cell
fate decisions. This pattern is often recapitulated in
homeostatic tissue growth and maintenance as individual
cells must perpetually renew as well as generate a spectrum of differentiated progeny. One important mechanism by which cells can give rise to daughters with
different fates is via asymmetric division [1,2]. During
asymmetric division, a dividing cell polarizes intracellular
fate determinants so that the daughters inherit different
amounts, thus generating daughters that go on to adopt
different fates. By contrast, a symmetric division yields
identical progeny. Although elegantly simple in theory, in
practice this type of division depends on a complex
mechanism by which the cell is able to segregate the
appropriate components, as well as divide upon the
established axis of polarity. Numerous examples of symCurrent Opinion in Immunology 2008, 20:302–307

metric and asymmetric division have been identified in
invertebrates; however, whether and the extent to which
asymmetric division occurs in mammals is only beginning
to be revealed. In this review we discuss the new
advances in the immune system which lend important
insight into mammalian asymmetry and the consequences of its aberrant regulation.

Asymmetric division in invertebrates
A classic example of invertebrate asymmetric division
occurs during drosophila neural development. Drosophila
neuronal progenitor cells, neuroblasts, divide asymmetrically to form one new neuroblast and one ganglion mother
cell (GMC), which subsequently generates mature
neurons and glia [3]. This process is coordinated in part
by an evolutionarily conserved protein-complex, the Par
complex, which is responsible for establishing and maintaining neuroblast apical–basal polarity. In drosophila,
key Par members consist of Bazooka/Par3, Par-6, and
atypical protein kinase C (aPKC). Apical orientation of
the Par complex occurs during polarization of the neuroectodermal epithelium; neuroblasts appear to inherit
this apical localization during their specification and
delamination from the epithelium [1]. This orientation
is necessary for both the ensuing basal localization of cell
fate determinants and proper orientation of the mitotic
spindle. Basal localization of cell fate determinants is
driven in part by the phosphorylation and subsequent
inactivation of lethal (2) giant larvae (Lgl) by apical aPKC.
Basal Lgl remains active and, along with Scribble (Scrib)
and Discs large (Dlg), recruits the adaptor proteins Miranda (Mir) and Partner of Numb (Pon) and their binding
partners the cell fate determinants Prospero (Pros), Brain
Tumor (Brat) and Numb. These proteins are crucial
factors necessary for altering the transcriptional and translational activity of the GMC to confer committed cell
identity [3,4]. Proper orientation of the mitotic spindle
along this apical to basal axis is initiated in part through
the adaptor protein insceutable (Insc) binding to both the
Par complex and partner of insceutable (Pins) [1,5].
Apical Pins interacts with a microtubule-binding protein
called mushroom body defective (Mud), which along with
other factors orients the mitotic spindle along the apical to
basal axis. The emerging apical daughter retains neuroblast identity while the basal daughter, containing Numb
and other commitment determinants, becomes a differentiated GMC. Thus, asymmetric division depends upon
a cell’s ability to initiate and preserve asymmetry, segregate fate determinants along an axis of polarity, and
orient the mitotic spindle along this axis (Figure 1). Many
of the proteins controlling asymmetric division in the
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1

Coordination of asymmetric division. Schematic diagram depicting the requisite steps regulating asymmetric division. For asymmetric division to
occur, a cell must initially establish an intrinsic polarity via extrinsic and/or intrinsic cues. Fate determinants responsible for establishing cellular identity
must be asymmetrically localized according to the axis of polarity; additionally, orientation of the mitotic spindle must be aligned along the axis of
asymmetry to successfully mediate the formation of daughter cells with intrinsically different cell fates.

drosophila neuroblast also control asymmetric division in
C. elegans; additionally, mammalian homologs have been
shown to be involved in asymmetric division during
vertebrate development [2]. Because asymmetric division
can play a defining role in whether a cell goes on to
generate a differentiated daughter or not, it may be a
fundamental shared mechanism used in the generation of
daughters with alternate fates at different times in the
immune and other mammalian systems.

Asymmetric division during hematopoietic
stem cell development
The generation of the immune system begins with the
hematopoietic stem cell (HSC). These well-characterized
cells are responsible for the daily production of hundreds
of millions of cells of distinct lineages that include the
cells of the T, B and myeloid lineages [6,7]. This ability
requires the stem cell not only to self-renew to preserve
itself but to balance self-renewal with differentiation so
that committed daughters are generated. Asymmetric
division provides a conceptually attractive mechanism
for how self-renewal in HSCs may be balanced with
differentiation. However as in most mammalian systems,
evidence that this actually occurs in the hematopoietic
system has been difficult to obtain. Early work on asymmetric division in the hematopoietic system examined
the fates of paired daughter cells separated from a single
HSC-containing populations [8–11]. This strategy
(termed clone splitting) revealed that paired daughters
from individual HSCs were not functionally equivalent
and that they could give rise to progeny with different
cell-cycle kinetics or multilineage capacity [12,13].
Although this raised the possibility that daughters of
distinct fates could arise from one hematopoietic progenitor cell, it was unclear whether the fates could have
changed following an equivalent symmetric division,
potentially via a differential extrinsic encounter not
specifically linked to a mitotic mechanism. Since the
www.sciencedirect.com

work did not reveal whether cellular determinants within
progenitors or stem cells were differentially segregated to
emerging daughters during mitosis it left the question of
whether asymmetric division can occur unresolved [14].
This question has been difficult to address in part because
the committed and uncommitted daughters in the
immune system following asymmetric division are not
morphologically distinct and thus not amenable to direct
imaging or fate tracing. The recent description of the
transgenic notch reporter (TNR) mice in which notch
signaling induces the expression of GFP, serendipitously
turned out to be a system where GFP expression acts as a
surrogate marker for HSC identity [15]. Although HSCs
are preferentially GFP+, committed cells are GFP ,
allowing live GFP+ HSCs to be traced through time-lapse
microscopy and the fate of the daughters analyzed [16].
This approach revealed that all three possible modes of
division, that is asymmetric divisions (one GFP+ and one
GFP daughter), symmetric renewal (two GFP+ progeny)
or symmetric commitment (two GFP daughters) occurs
in HSCs. These studies also showed that the cell fate
determinant Numb was asymmetrically segregated into
the committed daughter suggesting that the asymmetry
observed in HSCs can be established intrinsically and was
not necessarily a consequence of a symmetric division
followed by asymmetric encounter with different microenvironmental cues. It is highly probable that other
proteins are also involved is establishing this asymmetry;
in fact recent work on human hematopoietic progenitors
identified four proteins that segregated asymmetrically in
20% of mitotic human hematopoietic precursors [17].
Whether and how these and other as yet unidentified
proteins interact with Numb will be an interesting area of
further study.
The real-time imaging approach also allowed testing
whether the division pattern in HSCs is held constant
Current Opinion in Immunology 2008, 20:302–307
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or can be influenced by the microenvironment. This was
carried out by coculturing cells plated on pro-differentiation or pro-renewal stroma. Interestingly, the cells
cultured on pro-differentiation stroma primarily underwent asymmetric divisions, whereas those on pro-renewal
stroma primarily divided by symmetric renewal. These
data indicate that control of divisional symmetry may be a
key mechanism that can be altered to regulate the ultimate outcome of stem cell renewal and commitment.
Additionally, this demonstrates that the control of asymmetric and symmetric division is responsive to extrinsic
signals, corroborating the data from certain invertebrate
models such as C. elegans [2,18,19] and paired daughter
cell studies [9,12,13].

Dysregulation of asymmetric division in
hematopoietic transformation
During oncogenesis cellular properties such as growth
and death are often targets of dysregulation. The finding
discussed above that alterations in the balance of asymmetric and symmetric division can result in increased or
decreased renewal and suggested the possibility that
mammalian oncogenes may also act to cause cancer
growth by changing the balance between asymmetric
and symmetric division. The effects of two oncogenes
were tested in this context: BCR–ABL a translocation
product predominantly associated with a slow-growing
chronic myelogenous leukemia and Nup98–Hoxa9 a
translocation associated primarily with the more aggressive blast crisis phase of CML or de novo acute myelogenous leukemia. The introduction of BCR–ABL increased
growth and survival consistent with the literature [20,21]
but did not alter division pattern; however, Nup98–
HoxA9 did not affect cell-cycle kinetics but significantly
increased the frequency of symmetric renewal [16].
This work showed that certain oncogenes can in fact
subvert the balance between symmetric and asymmetric
division, but it also suggested that not all oncogenes
functioned similarly in this context. Since BCR–ABLdriven leukemias retain the differentiation pattern of the
tissue, while Nup98–HoxA9 promotes more immature
leukemias, an exciting implication of the work described
above is that the ability of Nup98–HoxA9 to shift the
balance from asymmetric division to symmetric renewal
may underlie its ability to block differentiation. By contrast the fact that BCR–ABL cannot readily shift the
balance between asymmetric and symmetric division
may underlie its ability to maintain a normal rate of
differentiation. Interestingly, in drosophila neuroblasts,
many proteins involved in specifying asymmetric division
function as tumor suppressors. Loss of intrinsic commitment determinants like Numb and Miranda, or loss of
spindle alignment via MUD deficiency, leads to tumorlike neuroblast overgrowth [5]. In addition many genes
that function in invertebrate asymmetric division have
been shown to be dysregulated in human malignancies.
For example, atypical PKCi is overexpressed in nonsmall
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cell lung cancer [22], atypical PKCz and human Lgl
(Hugl-1) lose their apical and basal localization in cancers
of the ovarian epithelia [23], and both human Scrib and
Dlg show initial mislocalization with a final loss of expression during progressive dysplasia of colon cancer [24].
Although the precise functional consequence of these
changes remains to be elucidated, in context of the
finding that altering asymmetric division can lead to
transformed growth in drosophila and that certain mammalian oncogenes have the ability to alter asymmetric
division as a means to transformation, they strengthen the
idea that asymmetric division may indeed be an important target of oncogenic transformation.

Asymmetric division during activation of the
immune system
Although the idea of generation of differentially fated
daughters is a common paradigm during development, in
fact such binary choices can occur at later times following
formation of a tissue as well. The activated immune
system is a prime example of the continued need to make
such fate decisions. Specifically, T and B cells of the
adaptive immune system must produce effector and
memory daughters in response to antigenic stimulation.
In context of T lymphocytes, the cells are activated
during an immune response through contact with the
antigen-presenting cell (APC) via the immunological
synapse [25]. Formation of the immunological synapse
causes recruitment of cell surface receptors as well as
cytoskeletal polarization of actin and microtubules. But
how this could lead to the generation of two distinct cell
types that are generated during an immune response was
unknown. A recent study tested whether the orientation
of the mitotic spindle perpendicular to synapse formation
could initiate an asymmetric division generating two
lymphocytes with different functional capacities [26].
Specifically, naive T cells were transplanted into antigen
challenged recipients and activated donor T cells that had
not yet divided were sorted out. In mitotic cells, proteins
known to be part of the immunological synapse still
demonstrated an asymmetric distribution that colocalized
with one of the microtubule organizing centers
(MTOCs). This indicated that: first, polarity from
synapse formation had been retained, similar to drosophila neuroblasts, where apical basal polarity is maintained after delamination from the epithelia [3,27] and
second, the mitotic spindle may be oriented perpendicular to the synapse. Investigation of atypical PKCz in T
cells arrested in cytokinesis revealed that atypical PKCz
was distributed to one daughter cell while the other
retained the synapse-derived proteins. Intriguingly
Scrib1, which is a member of the immunological synapse
and has been demonstrated to be vital to T cell polarization during migration [28], as well as Numb were asymmetrically colocalized to the daughter cell without
atypical PKCz. The functional significance of the segregation of the fate determinant was demonstrated by
www.sciencedirect.com
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showing that the synapse-associated daughter inherited
more factors found in effector T cells, and the distal
daughter inherited more factors of the memory lineage,
and that mice transplanted with distal daughter cells did
indeed show a significant reduction in bacterial burden
after latent challenge in comparison to recipients transplanted with synapse-associated effector daughters.
These data suggest that asymmetric division of activated
T cells was responsible for the production of daughter
lymphocytes with functionally different capacities and
additionally suggest that mammalian asymmetric division
is linked to a mitotic mechanism seemingly conserved
throughout evolution (Figure 2).

Perspectives
The hematopoietic system is a complex organ in which
correct fate decisions at various stages are crucial for normal
function. Recent work has shown that asymmetric division
underlies these decisions in at least three contexts: during
development and differentiation of HSCs, during T cell
activation and during leukemic transformation.
HSCs have the ability to generate both committed and
uncommitted daughters but how this decision is
mediated remains largely unknown. The demonstration
that asymmetric division may underlie this decision in
HSCs raises many new questions. Is the machinery that
controls asymmetric division in invertebrates conserved
in HSCs? Are other cell fate determinants besides Numb
involved in fate specification in the hematopoietic system? How do these molecules interact with other known
signals that regulate self-renewal such as Bmi or elements

of the Notch pathway? Are there specific niche-driven
signals that initiate polarity and alter the balance between
asymmetric and symmetric division, how are these connected to the intrinsic machinery that generates polarity?
In the mature hematopoietic system, the mechanism by
which activated lymphocytes generate effector cells and
memory cells has also been a mystery. Recent work has
demonstrated that the immunological synapse may set up
the initial asymmetry that defines different fates for the
two daughter cells. An exciting aspect of this work is the
finding that Numb is segregated into the daughter that
goes on to adopt the fate of the effector cell. This suggests
that the memory cell, much like the HSC, may keep the
Notch pathway on and thereby preserve the properties of
the parent cell. Whether binary fate decisions in other
mature cells of the immune system (such as T helper cell
subsets or B cells as they differentiate into plasma and
memory cells) are also driven by asymmetric division
remains to be determined. Differentiation of activated
B cells into memory or antibody secreting cell subsets has
been proposed to occur at the centrocyte stage where
germinal center T cells stimulate the transition from
centroblasts to centrocytes [29]. This interaction could
additionally initiate a fundamental polarization establishing the memory and effector lineages via asymmetric
division, mimicking the role of the immunological
synapse between T cells and APCs. Examination of
conserved members of the asymmetric division machinery during this cellular interaction may yield important
clues as to whether or not binary cell fate decisions also
regulate the differentiation of mature B cells.

Figure 2

Evolutionary conservation of molecular mechanisms regulating asymmetric division. Factors regulating the establishment of polarity, the
endowment of cellular identity, and the alignment of the mitotic spindle within invertebrate asymmetric divisions may also be responsible for the
coordination of asymmetric divisions in mammalian systems. In particular, oppositional segregation of Par complex components, such as atypical
PKC, versus cell fate determinants, such as Numb, appears to be maintained in the asymmetric divisions of drosophila neuroblasts, mammalian
stratified epithelium, and T cell activation. As the asymmetric segregation of Numb may play a role in coordinating the division pattern of HSCs, it will
be important to determine what other proteins involved in the establishing polarity are present in the hematopoietic system and how they interact with
hematopoietic specific factors.
www.sciencedirect.com
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That asymmetry is fundamentally important to binary
fate decisions both during development and during the
normal function of the immune response raises the
possibility that aberrant asymmetric division could lead
to dysfunction of the immune system. In support of this,
the exciting finding that asymmetry can be subverted by
mammalian oncogenes suggests that asymmetric division
can in fact be a crucial driving force in leukemogenesis
and perhaps other cancers. Interestingly the work to date
also suggests that the ability to alter the normal balance of
asymmetric and symmetric division may be more of a
characteristic property of oncogenes that drive immature
and aggressive cancers, which are typically associated
with inhibition of differentiation. Whether such aberrant
regulation of the balance between asymmetric and symmetric division may occur within the cancer stem cell
fraction of slow-growing chronic leukemias will also be an
interesting area of investigation. In addition, elucidation
of how an oncogene links to the cell polarity machinery to
alter its normal function and allowing both daughter cells
to adopt similar immature fates will be crucial in identifying ways to target this dysregulation for therapy. The
work highlighted here probably represents just the beginning of what will undoubtedly be a new wave of exciting
discoveries into the fundamental ways in which cell
division can direct and shape the fate of the hematopoietic system.
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